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"

Although the season
did not have the
outcome we had
hoped for, we
are so thankful
for the students,
our parents,
and our school
for supporting us
throughout the entire
season. I think the
program as a whole has
a really bright future. The
seniors this year truly led
the team by example on
and off the court. I am
eternally grateful for
each of them. We are
truly a family, and I
couldn't have asked
for a better team."
ALDEN PARSONS, 11
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"My biggest dream is to become an actress." anna reese arroyo, 9

"
Anna Reese Arroyo

Most of the time before a
game, the team willl go
in the locker room, listen
to loud music, and bust a
pinata as a tradition. Being
with the team in that moment
and just having fun is what
pumps me up the most."
LOREE HOWELL, 12

Alden Parsons

UP AND OVER THE NET
Reaching for the ball, sophomore Jordan Smith
concentrates on making the play in a match
against Our Lady Academy. "Scoring a point
makes me feel like I am a necessity towards
the success of my team," Smith said.
Kailey Skinner photo
LOVE AT FIRST SPIKE
Spiking the ball, junior Emma Roberts jumps
up for the ball in a match against Our Lady
Academy. The Lady Warriors lost the match
with a final score of 0-3, but Roberts still
managed to accumulate 67 kills over the
course of the season. Kailey Skinner photo

Rebekah Baugh

A FRESH TAKE
Freshman Alexis Papp congratulates Bekah
Baugh, 10, after a point. "Being on a high
school team as a freshman sounded pretty
intimidating," Papp said. "Since my first day on
the team, everyone has been so welcoming.
They see me as someone who is capable of
contributing to the team. All the girls are like
a second family to me, and I am so grateful
that I got to be a part of the organization." Riley
Cleveland photo

TUNNEL VISION
Every game, the JV team makes a tunnel
before the Varsity game for their teammates
to run through before being introduced. Laine
Massey photo
SERVE IT UP
Jumping up, Loree Howell, 12, serves in the PCS
match. Riley Cleveland photo
READY TO STRIKE
JV players Jordan Smith, 10, and Lauren Perren,
10, stay on guard during a match against Our
Lady Academy. Hali Grover photo

"

Before every game, the
team hits a pinata to get
pepped up and for good
luck."
MILLEN FORD, 12
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To get pepped up, we
always dance and sing
to really loud music in the
locker room."
BETHANY MCCAIN, 10
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"

As a team, we watch
inspirational movies and
videos together. The team
bonding helps us get hyped
up."
ALEX PERREN, 10
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YOU'VE BEEN SERVED
Varsity volleyball players celebrate scoring
against Our Lady Academy. "We could not
have made it so far without teamwork," Sarah
Grace Rozier, 11, said. "Everyone is essential."
Hali Grover photo
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